INSIDE THE STMS

Editor’s Corner with Dr. Stephan Esser

Dear Members
2017 is off to a quick start and it feels like years since we gathered in sunny Amelia
Island, FL for the 2016 STMS World Congress in December. Thank you to all members
who participated and especially to those who presented and shared their knowledge and
passion. The annual Congress was filled with learning, fellowship and inspiration. Be sure
to join us for the next one.
As you consider conference attendance, please also remember that our friends at the
European College of Sports Science will be holding their Annual Conference in Germany at
the Ruhr University on Tuesday July 5-8, 2017. Of note, the German Tennis Feder
ation is sponsoring a Young Investigator's Award for the conference. The deadline for
abstract submission is February 17, 2017 so move quickly and apply here:
http://ecss-congress.eu/2017/17/index.php/awards/young-investigators-award
In this edition of the STMS Newsletter our Member Spotlight falls on long time STMS
member and passionate lifestyle advocate Amy Chappell MD. As medical providers it is
good to be reminded that healthy nutrition goes hand in hand with regular movement." Exercise and food really are the best medicine and Dr Chappell continues to share
the lifestyle medicine message in her personal circles and her professional outreach.
Also included in this newsletter is a brief article review by Christian Glaser DO. He reviews
a volume based interval training program as described by Myers et al in 2016. When we
counsel players and coaches on common risks for injury we must not forget the effect of
volume. Other asymmetric, overhead sports like baseball are aware of the risk of high
volume practice and have developed limits in volume to reduce injury risk. Tennis has yet
to adopt similar guidelines. I believe the skeletally immature, muscularly imbalanced
athletes and the athlete with poor technique are at especially high risk for volume related
injury. Identifying these "at risk" athletes and developing individualized approaches to
prevent injury is essential. There is a great need for research in this area. Perhaps you
are up for the challenge!
Let us know what you are doing in the Tennis Medicine World! We would love to highlight
your work in the next newsletter!
Wishing You Aces!
Stephan Esser MD, USPTA

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

AMY S. CHAPPELL, MD

USA

Dr. Amy Chappell is a medical physician and a board certified neurologist (child).
How long have you been involved in tennis and in what ways?
My mother was the Fort Wayne City tennis champion and taught we to play beginning when I was
5 years old. She bought my first racket with S&H Green Stamps (I am dating myself here!) and
told me when I could hit 10 balls against the garage door in a row she would take me to the park
to play. That was the beginning of my life-long love of the sport! I competed until I was 18 and
then stopped playing competitively to pursue academics. ( At that time which was pre-Title
IX athletic scholarships for women were almost unheard of.) I played recreationally all through
college, medical school, internship and residency. Once my medical training was complete I began
playing league tennis and met and continue to meet some of my very best friends on the court! At
the same time I became involved in NJTL and was president of the Indianapolis chapter. I later
became a director of the Indianapolis Community Tennis Association and a director of the RCA ATP
event. I also served as head of player medical care for the Indianapolis ATP event which is how I
became involved in the STMS.
What is your current role in tennis or "tennis medicine”?
Three years ago my husband and I relocated to Naples, FL, where I have become involved with the
YMCA which has 10 tennis courts. I recently applied for the YMCA to become a NJTL chapter and
that has now happened. The Y will soon offer grassroots tennis opportunities to our under
resourced communities. I plan to collect data to monitor the impact of tennis on those who
participate in tennis opportunities at the YMCA.
What do you find most interesting about "tennis medicine”?
One of my mentors advised me to focus my research on something I love. I have always been
interested in child development and love tennis so have tried to combine the two whenever
possible.
What is your favorite "tennis medicine" diagnosis to treat and why?
Presently I practice lifestyle medicine at the YMCA though the Complete Health Improvement
Program using nutrition, exercise and stress management to prevent, manage and in some cases
reverse chronic diseases. Tennis is one of the exercise options we can offer at the YMCA. We also
provide evidence-based nutrition guidance and healthy cooking classes in a state-of-the-art
teaching kitchen.
How do you think we can improve the field of "tennis medicine”?
Lifestyle medicine and tennis medicine should go hand- in- glove. Lifestyle medicine gives people
the information they need to make healthy choices. In an age when people are bombarded with
misinformation it is imperative that we provide them with evidence-based data on health and
wellness.
Why did you join STMS and how are you involved?
I joined STMS to network with other physicians caring for tennis players. The first few meetings I
attended focused mainly on injuries and their treatment. Over the years the focus has changed to
prevention of injuries and wellness. I can plan to continue to contribute on those topics.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Neeru Jayanthi, MD
Happy 2017! I’d like to personally welcome Tennis Canada in joining us one of our new STMS partners. We look
forward to continued work and collaboration together. I wanted to personally thank each and every one of you
that attended, participated, contributed, spoke, and assisted in this amazing STMS World Congress. With very high
levels of registration as well as a number of new, enthusiastic members, there are many wonderful things I expect
to happen in the upcoming years. I have gotten countless appreciative emails, and I will try to get back to each
and every one of you personally.
Many of you have also inquired how to get involved in STMS. This organization has been built on the enthusiasm
for tennis and the medical care, research, scientific aspects of each of its members. It is a volunteer, not for profit
(501 c3) organization that survives each year based on its valuable partnerships with federations, premier organizations related to tennis and also its dedicated members.
Please see the following ways to help continue to support and get involved with STMS:
1. Any partnership with you (as an individual member and staying up to date with membership
at www.tennismedicine.org), any organization or federation you feel can support or partner with STMS, we
would love to align with (if they have the same goals). Continued financial stability allows us to produce and
expand opportunities to educate and disseminate this tennis medicine information.
2. Don't forget to spread the word about STMS to your colleagues personally, to help become tennis medicine
experts. Use twitter (@STMStennis) and facebook (STMS Society for Tennis Medicine and Science) to help encourage the education and dissemination of this valuable information you saw at the world congress (and in
newsletters/journals)
3. Prepare your work in tennis medicine from the world congress for publication for the Journal Medicine Science
and Tennis (original research, review, or clinical methods) or volunteer to review manuscripts, contact the STMS
editor in chief at michaeljgriesser@gmail.com
4. Submit a simple clinical pearl, an abstract review, a conference report or update "In The News" for something
exciting you have recently done in tennis medicine. You can contact the editor of the "Inside the STMS" newsletter, Stephan Esser (esserhealth@gmail.com) for your interest in the newsletter. (we are working on widely
disseminating the content from the journal and newsletter throughout the world to increase its impact)
5. Consider planning a local tennis medicine conference in conjunction with STMS in your area/community.
Please contact the following committees to offer your help throughout the year.
EDUCATION COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
KAREN JORDAN
KJORDAN@WTATENNIS.COM
RICHARD GAYLE, MD
RGAYLEORTH@AOL.COM

SOCIAL MEDIA COMMITTEECHAIR
MELISSA BAUDO, DPT
MELISSABAUDOPT@GMAIL.COM

SCIENTIFIC/RESEARCH COMMITTEE CHAIR
CAROLINE MARTIN, PHD
CAROMARTIN@NUMERICABLE.FR

TENNIS COMMITTEE (NON-MEDICAL) CHAIR:
MARK KOVACS, PHD
KOVACSMA@HOTMAIL.COM

WEBSITE COMMITTEE CHAIR
PAUL CALDWELL, MD
PCALDWELL50@HOTMAIL.COM

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
TODD ELLENBECKER, DPT
TELLENBECKER@ATPWORLDTOUR.COM
ELAINE BRADY, PT
EBRADY@WTATENNIS.COM

Lastly, we may be making some significant upgrades to the STMS website and would love your feedback on how to
improve it to meet your needs. Please send this feedback to our website chair, Paul Caldwell at
PCALDWELL50@HOTMAIL.COM
Looking forward to an even better 2017!!
Respectfully, Neeru Jayanthi
STMS President
www.tennismedicine.org

Review and Application of An Interval Training Program
to Match the Demanding Professional &
Junior Tennis Schedule

ARTICLE REVIEW

By Christian Glaser DO
Athletes who get injured rely on interval training, conditioning, and rehabilitation programs to get back to competition, stay healthy and be able to compete at the highest level. Previous tennis specific literature established
guidelines for injury prevention and recovery without incorporating the serve, however the developed volume based
interval training proposed by Myers et al focuses on the physical demands of repetitive forces and motions of
stroke production and serving as it pertains to tennis.
The retrospective study by Myers et all analyzed game day scorecards of the 2013 and 2014 US Open and the
2014 Metropolia Orange Bowl International Tennis Championships focusing on both male and female serve volumes.
The two chosen tournaments represent the highest level of competition for both professional and elite junior players. The study included 135 male and 122 female participants at the professional level and 134 boys and 136 girls
at the junior level. First and second serve data was extracted for the professional level, but only first serve data
was available at the junior level due to scorecard data limitations. At both levels of competition males served 30
(+/- 5) and females 29 (+/- 5) times per set, with professional level players hitting more serves per match than
junior level players. Second serve statistics were only available for professional players and showed that there is no
difference between male (13 +/-30) and female (12+/-3) stroke counts. Additional data analysis showed that
players hit roughly 40 serves per set, with a ratio of 3-to-1 of first to second serves.
In light of this data, Myers at el devised an interval training program based on 120 serves per match (40 serves
times 3 sets) and 210 ground strokes (average 7 strokes per game times average 10 games and for 3 sets) as
previously established in a study by Johnson et al in 2006. The program incorporated guidelines of soreness and
injury classification rules throughout progression which are well published and utilized in various sports.
In the past tennis interval training programs did not incorporate serves, since service volumes were not well
established. Extracting serve volume data from one tournament each, for professionals and juniors, Myers et all
established a framework for both future research projects and additional volume based interval training programs.
An important feature of this program recommendation is to avoid increasing volume and intensity in the same step.
This provides guidance for both coaches and healthcare professionals alike. This approach can help in player
development to determine if volume vs. intensity is the main force leading to injury.
This interval program can also assist in safely returning the injured athlete back to competition while designing
specifically tailored injury prevention programs. One aspect of injury prevention, which was not in the scope of this
study, was the correlation of serve volumes and injury incidence. When comparing a tennis player’s serve volume
to that of a professional baseball pitcher’s pitch count, the number of serves during competition is more than double
that of pitch count. Future research is warranted to determine if there is a correlation between number of serves
struck and injury incidence.
Christian Glaser, DO
Non-Operative Sports Medicine
MedStar Sports Medicine

Sports Health. 2016 Nov/Dec;8(6):536-540. doi: 10.1177/1941738116657074. Epub 2016 Jul 8.
Volume-based Interval Training Program for Elite Tennis Players.
Myers NL1, Sciascia AD2, Kibler WB2, Uhl TL1.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF SPECIAL REQUEST

MICHAEL GRIESSER JMST EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
SPECIAL REQUEST:

Attention all clinicians, researchers, tennis teaching professionals, sports scientists, and
authors (or a combo of all)! This is a special request for any and all research manuscripts,
clinical reviews, and case reports specific to tennis.
As you may know, the Journal of Medicine and Science in Tennis (JMST), is the journal of
STMS and is distributed internationally to those most affected by tennis medicine and
science. We are also working on a plan for a wider readership through web presence and
social media. You can contribute in any of the following ways:


Original research: For those of you who submitted and/or presented research abstracts
at our December World Congress meeting, we strongly encourage you to turn these
abstracts into full articles for inclusion into JMST. We will be publishing the research
abstracts in upcoming journals, but this does not preclude you from submitting your full
text article to JMST (or any other journal)



Clinical case reports of an interesting musculoskeletal or medical issue from your
experience in treating a tennis player



Finally, we will be commissioning a special issue where there will be a “guest editor”
who will work with me on a special issue. The topic areas we are soliciting include “The
shoulder in tennis” , “The adult recreational tennis player”, the “junior tennis player”,
and “Stroke mechanics in the tennis player”
 The guest editor would be responsible for submitting an original manuscript and
recruiting two other articles in a related theme and work with myself (editor in
chief). You would be acknowledged as our inaugural JMST guest editor.
(We’d like to take nominations until March 15, 2017)

All submissions, guest editor volunteers, and questions can be emailed directly to me at
michalejgriesser@gmail.com. Thanks as always for your support and readership.
I am looking forward to the new ideas and articles!

Thank you!
Michael Griesser
Editor-in-Chief, JMST

STMS 2016 CONGRESS RECAP

The 25th Annual Society for Tennis Medicine & Science
(STMS) World Congress in Review
Aylin Seyalioglu PT, DPT, ATC, CSCS

The 25th annual Society for Tennis Medicine and Science (STMS) World Congress was held in Amelia Island,
Florida on December 2-4th. Dr. Neeru Jayanthi, M.D., had the ability to bring together experts and tennis
enthusiasts from many different types of professions including medical professionals, researchers, and
coaches. Friday December 2nd included 5 on-court sessions followed by a social round robin. The next 2 days
consisted around 60 speakers with many different types of backgrounds and nationalities.
The on-court session and round robin had beautiful weather. Dr. Marc Kovacs PhD presented on the movement training on tennis players and described how tennis has changed from the ideology of using quick little
steps between ground strokes to not having to take more than 3 steps for majority of lateral movements
toward groundstrokes. Both USPTA and PTR had great representation during the on-court session to improve the way tennis is taught for all ages. USTA’s Fred Viancos presented on the latest way to teach efficient strokes especially for the serve. Oliver Stephen’s from PTR presented engaging activities for every age
group to improve their skill on court but also make it fun. Stroke mechanics was presented by Dr. Jayanthi
who focused on the ground strokes and Dr. Ben Kibler M.D. for the serve. Both presenters went into further
detail on stroke mechanics throughout the conference. That evening’s activities were run by Oliver and
Milane Stephens and supported by Southeast Orthopedics which were a round robin and incredibly energetic
doubles games that required a ton of cardio.
The conference was set up with presidential key notes at the beginning of each day and at the first afternoon. Dr. Neeru’s energetic and amusing welcome set the conference to a great start. Dr. Kibler further explained on prevention and treatment for tennis players on volume and biomechanics regarding the serve. He
also presented detailed explanation of the Observational Tennis Serve Analysis Tool which involves 9 important nodes to breakdown the tennis serve especially during the loading and early acceleration phase of
the serve. Dr. Per Renstrom M.D. explained the 25 years of tendinopathy in tennis. He educated the audience that although tendons are strong, the failure of the cell matrix to adapt to developed load causes tendinopathy and is commonly seen in tennis players. He also explained the current management and treatment through the available research and that there is no quick fix for treating tendinopathy.
The afternoon presidential key notes included Dr. Brian Hainline M.D. presenting the need for change in
mentality in young tennis players in regards to ranking to improve the longevity of youth players continue
with tennis. Dr. Jayanthi presented on the ongoing questions of whether junior tennis player’s risk for injury
is caused by volume or mechanics. Although the research currently shows that volume is the biggest indicator on risk for injury, biomechanics still has a component for injuries.
The final presidential key notes on the last day was presented by Dr. Marc Safran M.D. and Dr. Babette
Pluim M.D. Dr. Safran presented on the available research in regards to hip injuries in tennis players but
also emphasized the importance of further research is required to understand hip injuries in tennis. Dr.
Pluim research showed regular participation in tennis can provides many health benefits including lowering
resting heart rate, blood pressure and body fat and possibly live longer compared to other recreational
sports including running.
(next page cont.)

STMS 2016 CONGRESS RECAP

After each presidential keynotes, the conference was split into three sections: medical sessions, sport science sessions and workshops. The amount of research and information to improve the way to treat and
educate tennis players is endless at this conference. Whether you are a coach trying to reduce the
The final presidential key notes on the last day was presented by Dr. Marc Safran M.D. and Dr. Babette
Pluim M.D. Dr. Safran presented on the available research in regards to hip injuries in tennis players but
also emphasized the importance of further research is required to understand hip injuries in tennis. Dr.
Pluim research showed regular participation in tennis can provides many health benefits including lowering
resting heart rate, blood pressure and body fat and possibly live longer compared to other recreational
sports including running.
After each presidential keynotes, the conference was split into three sections: medical sessions, sport science sessions and workshops. The amount of research and information to improve the way to treat and
educate tennis players is endless at this conference. Whether you are a coach trying to reduce the risk of
injury at the same time improve performance or a clinician finding out the amount of load that is created
on the hip joint during an open stance forehand, you will not leave this conference without gaining
knowledge to improve your profession.
Evaluation and treatment of healthy and injured tennis players were covered for almost every body part.
Todd Ellenbecker, PT educated on the screening and evaluation of the shoulder through the HighPerformance Profile and also provided fun but also challenging exercises to improve shoulder mobility and
strength. Clay Sniteman and his coworkers from ATP provided beneficial techniques in evaluating and
treating the spine. They also demonstrated taping techniques commonly used on the ATP for the foot and
ankle including the use of tensoplast tape for achilles tendonopathy and ankle posterior impingement.
Belinda Smtih, PT discussed the ways the WTA treats tendinopathy during the never ending in season and
stressed importance of loading the tendon through various exercises that can be performed on the road.
The often discussed core was thoroughly covered by Carl Petersen BPE, BSc(PT). He emphasized the importance of the core has to act as a proximal stability in order to improve the distal mobility which is important for very type of athlete.
The day in the life of treating tennis players on the road was presented by multiple organization including
Liz Chaffin, PT from USTA, Carole Doherty, PT for the WTA and Todd Ellenbecker from the ATP. Stuart Miller, PhD presented on the improvement on the educating players on the anti-doping rules through small
wallet size cards and cell phone apps (Tennis Anti-Doping Programme)
Dr. Kibler and his assistant Natalie Myers, ATC provided an interval training program to safely return injured tennis players based on research on the amount of strokes hit during matches for both professional
and junior players. The article is called “Volume-based Interval Training Program for Elite Tennis Players”
and can be found in SportsHealth 2016 July edition.
Dr. Jayanthi and Marc Kovacs presented on the preliminary stages of their study on the Stroke Efficiency
Rating (SER) on healthy and injured junior tennis players. This evidence based rating is based out of 102
points and breakdown each stroke into detailed sections including categories of risk injuries.
The 2016 STMS conference was a rousing success. While 2016 was a fantastic year for the tennis medicine community, we are looking forward to an even better year ahead!

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Want to highlight what you are doing to
advance the field of tennis medicine.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Contact Stefani Higgins

stefani@tennismedicine.org

www.tennismedicine.org

CONFERENCES

2017 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

STMS 2017 Sponsors

Hello STMS Members:
You can now renew your membership

Gold Level

on the STMS website . The website has
now been updated to allow easy
renewal of your membership so you
can continue to receive the member
benefits and continue your membership
with STMS.
Simply click on this link
www.tennismedicine.org

to renew

your STMS membership using a credit

Silver Level

card and paypal.
Please contact us if you have any
questions or need help.

Thank you

for your continued support and
membership in STMS.

Best Regards,
Todd Ellenbecker & Elaine Brady
Membership Committee Co-Chairs

Bronze Level

STMS

Neeru Jayanthi, MD
President

Javier Maquirrian, MD

STMS BOARD

Outgoing President & Outgoing
Chair Journal Editor

Giovani Di Como, MD
Vice-President

2016 STMS World Congress Speakers

Walt Taylor, MD
Treasurer

Stephan Esser, MD

Secretary & Newsletter Editor

Michael Griesser, MD
Journal Chief Editor

Richard Gayle, MD & Karen Jordan, DPT
Education Committee Co-Chairs

Caroline Martin, PhD
Research Committee, Chair

Paul Caldwell, MD

Website Committee, Chair

Melissa Baudo, DPT
Social Media, Chair

Mark Kovacs, PhD

Tennis Committee, Chair

Todd Ellenbecker, DPT & Elaine Brady, PT
Membership Committee, Co-Chairs

Miguel Crespo, MD
International Tennis Federation (ITF)

Kathleen Stroia, MS, PT, ATC
Women’s Tennis Association (WTA)

Gary Windler, MD
Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP)

www.t e n n i s m e d i c i n e . o r g

VISIT US AT WWW.TENNISMEDICINE.ORG
Joining STMS entitles you to receive educational information from leading Sports Medicine and Sport
Science professionals working with tennis players around the world, as well as access to unique
membership benefits (below). Most of the scientific rationale for caring tennis players (i.e. clinical
management, rehabilitation, training and prevention) in the last decade have been provided by STMS
members!
We invite you to tour our website at
www.tennismedicine.org
to view public access information.

JOIN US BY CLICKING HERE!!!!!
What you get with STMS membership

 Subscription to three issues per year of the Journal Medicine and Science in Tennis
 Free online access to all editions of the Journal (with your STMS member password)
 Subscription to four issues per year of the STMS E-mail Newsletter
 Discounts to STMS meetings
 Access to the dedicated Members Area (with your STMS password) STMS voting rights
Subscription Rates:

 Physician & STMS Fellow (1 year) US $195
 PhD/PT/ATC/Chiropractor (1 year) US $95
 Tennis Coach & Player/Enthusiast (1year)** US $30
** includes three online journals per year. subscription of four online STMS email newsletters,
discount to all STMS conferences and free online access to all published STMS journals.

Please inquire about discounted memberships for clubs or academies as well as
large group memberships contact Stefani Higgins at stefani@tennismedicine.org

